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DISCLAIMER

Copyright©2022 Stevens Institute of Technology. All rights reserved.  

The Acquisition Innovation Research Center is a multi-university partnership led and managed by the Stevens Institute of Technology and sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DoD) through the Systems Engineering Research Center (SERC)—a DoD University-Affiliated Research Center (UARC).  

This material is based upon work supported, in whole or in part, by the U.S. Department of Defense through the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Sustainment (OUSD(A&S)) and the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD(R&E)) under Contract HQ0034-19-D-0003, TO#0309.  

The views, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this material are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or positions of the 
United States Government (including the DoD and any government personnel) Georgetown University and the Stevens Institute of Technology.  

No Warranty.  

This Material is furnished on an “as-is” basis. Georgetown University and the Stevens Institute of Technology make no warranties of any kind—either expressed or 
implied—as to any matter, including (but not limited to) warranty of fitness for purpose or merchantability, exclusivity, or results obtained from use of the material.  

Georgetown University and the Stevens Institute of Technology do not make any warranty of any kind with respect to freedom from patent, trademark, or copyright 
infringement.  
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

To determine the value of expenditures, businesses use return on investment (ROI) to measure success over time and eliminate 
the guesswork of future business decisions. The ability to calculate ROI can be beneficial to any business, regardless of its size  
or industry.

Although the Department of Defense (DoD) uses business analytics in its acquisition process, including market research studies 
and alternative analyses, it does not aim to maximize profits. The DoD instead seeks to increase operational capabilities, make life 
safer, establish deterrent positions and reduce risk. 

This research aims to identify opportunities in the DoD acquisition process where ROI calculations can improve the performance 
of defense acquisitions in cutting-edge technology. The research team, led by Principal Investigator Dr. Eric W. Burger of 
Georgetown University, believes that the DoD will be able to accelerate contract development, letting and awarding with higher 
functionality, and lower total cost by adopting best practices of the private sector and non-DoD public sector ROI calculations. 

RESEARCH METHODS

Research team members conducted a literature review, analyzed industry standards for defining ROI, and interviewed industry 
professionals and defense representatives to better understand how private industry acquisition practices can contribute to 
process improvement and cost efficiency for the DoD. The interviews focused on four specific questions: How does the DoD 
currently approach the acquisition process? How does the private sector approach acquisitions? How is this different from how 
they sell to the DoD? Finally, which established and emerging data analysis methods are showing significant efficacy within the 
private sector that can apply to DoD contract procurement?

RESULTS & FINDINGS

The DoD measures success using non-monetary metrics and collects data on contract performance issues. However, it has limited 
established processes to categorize and review data efficiently, and has not developed a scientific framework to calculate ROI. An 
improved acquisition process within the DoD may be enriched with a comprehensive and tangible model. Advana’s Single Source 
of Truth platform could help the DoD establish a benchmark for future acquisitions by combining programmatic data, costs, 
scope, and schedule of acquisitions with the resulting capabilities offered by the contract.

CONCLUSION

The DoD will need to collect historical contract performance data and combine it with assumptions about what new research 
and technology might provide to make meaningful ROI calculations. The DoD can improve acquisition value and performance 
by employing an ROI-driven decision-making model. The benefits of applying an ROI model to existing technology infrastructure 
within the DoD would potentially play a powerful role when process improvement requires additional acquisitions. After all, the 
data gathered is only as effective as its application. An ROI model would create a clear and provable case study with which DoD 
personnel could seek the right technology or contractor for future acquisitions.


